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CONTACT US

Microsoft 365 users
receive over 250
emails daily, engage in
150 chats, and Teams
meetings per person
have tripled globally
since 2022.

EMBRACE THE
MODERN
WORKFORCE
EMPOWERED BY AI.

Improving your workflow
through collaboration with
SMS and Copilot.

Changing the
way we work

Of users were able to
get caught up on a
missed meeting nearly

A Communication Upgrade A Work Flow Enhancement 

4x Faster

Microsoft Copilot for 365 is an AI-powered tool
that enhances Microsoft 365, offering quick and
exceptional results for project proposals,
meeting summaries, and presentations.
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The Rise of
Artificial
Intelligence Of Workers in a

Creative Role
Who are extremely familiar with AI
said they’d be comfortable using AI
for creative aspects of their job.

87%

The strain of
searching

90Minutes
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On average is time saved, by
Copilot users a week in
researching/obtaining
information based work tasks

Faster than none
Copilot user
Microsoft compared 163
participants, 80 with Copilot
and 83 without, in a task
involving gathering information
from various sources like files,
emails, and calendars.

We are unable
to keep up
with the pace
of work.

of people say their work doesn't
allow them to focus uninterrupted 

of people say they are spending too
much time researching infomation

of an employee’s time is spent
communicating

Work hours, workday length, and
meeting durations have increased.
Enhanced communication methods
make staying informed easier but
harder to manage. Time management
challenges include lack of focused time,
information retrieval needs, and high
volumes of ongoing communications
with associated opportunity costs.

Source: Microsoft Work Trend Index*
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In the modern workplace, as
workloads increase,
communication is consuming a
significant amount of our time.

As some people speculate about
an AI takeover, people who work
with AI on a daily basis provide
us with reassuring insights 

Hunting for information for
presentations, emails, and
documents consumes a significant
amount of employees' work time.

Modern work has long awaited
a significant improvement
which demonstrates the
importance of Copilots.
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